Super Hi-Fi Selects Barefoot Sound as Monitoring Platform for All
Future AI-Audio Experiences
LOS ANGELES, CA & PORTLAND, OR -- April XX, 2022 -- Super Hi-Fi, the global leader in AI
services for the music industry, has partnered with Barefoot Sound, the leading manufacturer of pro
recording monitors, to provide monitoring equipment for all of its audio test systems. Super Hi-Fi
generates over 1 billion AI-powered audio experiences monthly for customers such as Sonos, iHeart,
Peloton, Australian Radio Network, and many others. The use of Barefoot Sound speakers for AI training
and testing will ensure that every future consumer interaction sounds as perfect as possible.
“We are training our AI to ‘hear’ music with the same depth as a human DJ and asking that AI to make
real time production decisions on countless music experiences that will be heard by millions of people
every single day,” said Zack Zalon, CEO of Super Hi-Fi. “We need precision and clarity from our
monitoring solutions as we test our AI and as we sample each audio output for results. Barefoot has
always been the backbone of our testing systems, and we are formalizing our partnership with them as we
continue to push the boundaries of what is possible with artificial intelligence.”
Super Hi-Fi will outfit all of its testing systems with Barefoot monitors. All AI training will be tested
utilizing these systems, and all quality-assurance listening will employ Barefoot monitors to ensure
consistency and accuracy across Super Hi-Fi’s full range of testing and production environments. Super
Hi-Fi will also use Barefoot monitors for demonstration systems and in one-on-one experience sessions.
“Super Hi-Fi’s technology is doing things with automated production that the industry has never seen
before. The ability for AI to generate dynamic audio experiences on the fly is a real advancement for the
market,” said Tedi Sarafian, CEO of Barefoot Sound. “We have always focused on ensuring that our
customers hear what exactly they need to in order to deliver the best mix, period. We’re incredibly excited
that we’ll be working with Super Hi-Fi to provide this same solution to such an innovative technology
company as well.”
Super Hi-Fi powers AI-engineered, individually customized listening experiences across streaming
services, broadcast and digital radio, digital fitness, audio advertising, and other music services. Listeners
benefit from distinctive and engaging audio experiences that allow them to enjoy music, news, weather
and other relevant thematic programming in a fluid, precisely stitched flow. The company's platform uses
advanced AI to source, produce, manage, deliver and seamlessly connect any type of audio content at
scale and in real-time.
For more information about Barefoot Sound, please visit https://barefootsound.com/
For more information about Super Hi-Fi's IP and technology, please visit http://superhifi.com/.

About Barefoot Sound
Barefoot Sound has become the leading manufacturer of pro audio recording monitors. Barefoot’s
innovative speaker designs have been embraced by the biggest recording studios, recording artists and
producers in the world. These professionals have chosen Barefoot as the tools they use to make the music
you hear on the radio, television and movies everyday. Barefoot is proud to boast the reputation as the
most respected brand in the recording industry.
Barefoot is an American made product with headquarters based in Portland, Oregon where the speakers
are assembled and tested. The cabinets and metalwork are made in California. Barefoot currently offers
six exceptional products for the Pro-Audio market including the MicroMain26, MicroMain27.
MicroMain45, MicroSub45, MicroStack45, MiniMain12, MasterStack12 and the Footprint line.

About Super Hi-Fi
Super Hi-Fi uses artificial intelligence to transform gaps between songs into relevant and personalized
content to improve the digital listening experience. The company's patented technology is capable of
understanding the infinite nuances within music with the expertise of a human radio producer to improve
transitions between content and create better extensions of digital brands. The result is perfectly
transitioned streams of music, podcasts, interviews, news, weather, advertisements, and other audio
content. Based in Los Angeles, California, Super Hi-Fi is integrated into digital brands like Sonos Radio,
iHeartRadio, Australia Radio Network, Gimme Radio, Peloton, Play Network, TouchTunes, Napster,
7Digital, Tuned Global, Universal Music Group, TargetSpot, and The Associated Press.
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